
Property 2
Coordinates: 41°00'05.7"N 0°15'07.8"E
URL of listing:
https://www.kyero.com/en/property/8867977-country-house-for-sale-arens-de-lled
o?fbclid=IwAR1Y_KzTwfQV5pC10t64OMy_rGGJTmYwimCYeUBhXVAyOBLeI5mC5q
9xsLw

Address:
Polígono 2 Parcela 58
COLL DE LA CREU
ARENS DE LLEDO (TERUEL)

Land Size: 40.839 m2 / 10.09 acres / 4.08 hectares

Class: Rustico
Use of building: Agricultural
Front face of the building:
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Borders and internal division (legend below):

Legend:

Subparcela Cultivo/Aprovechamiento Intensidad Productiva Superficie m2

a AM Almendro secano 01 3.529

b O- Olivos secano 02 12.530

c AM Almendro secano 02 22.801

d MM Pinar maderable 00 425

e MM Pinar maderable 00 1.523

f I- Improductivo 00 31



Note that the balsa next to the farm by the road on the right belongs to Parcela
57.



Analysis
We visited the finca on 11/04/21 without a real estate agent present.

1. Access to the finca
From the village:
We found the finca through what a local described as the only way in by car.
1 km before the village of Arens (on the TE-V-3341 road from Calaceite), enter the
campo following the sign for El Balcó de l’Algars. The finca is located
approximately 1.7 km into the campo.
The road is flat dirt with some gravel, in a good state, with some potholes.

Private road:
We did not see a private road to the house. The house is just off a good track that
runs along the south side of the property and can be easily accessed with a
regular car.

2. Environment and neighbours
Roads, pylons, noises:
We could not hear any main traffic roads nearby. While we were there, some
young people on dirt bikes drove past the property, on the public track (it is a
Sunday). There is no electricity facilities nearby.
Other than the dirt bikes, it was very quiet, but it being a fairly short way into the
campo, it did feel like a place people would drive past.

Nearby fincas:
There are a couple of large renovated houses on the way into the campo, but
there do not seem to be neighbours living nearby. There are worked fields near
but not bordering the property. Lovely views down to the West and East at a short
walk from the house.
There is a very small balsa belonging to a neighbouring property (see pictures),
which is a nice natural feature but offers no water supply to this property.

3. Mas and cultivos
Size of existing building1:
4.50 m x 12 m approx.

Comments:
The building is currently divided into two sections, and we were only able to
access a small room. The roof has been recently redone. There is only one window
on the South side of the building.
There are no structural cracks visible or any serious degradation of the walls.

1 NB: These measurements were taken from the outside of the building unless otherwise specified.
Keep in mind that old stone houses often have walls as thick as 50 cm, meaning the interior usable
space will be significantly reduced.



The room we accessed featured a fireplace and a dining area. From what we saw,
it was probably last used in the early 80s. The roof was solid and the window open,
the inside was fully dry and well ventilated.

State of cultivations:
The property has almonds and olive trees. Neither seem to have been pruned in a
few years. These trees are mostly in a large flat field which would be easy to work.
The almond trees have produced some nuts last year and are still producing now,
but they are not being harvested and pruned. There are several young olive trees
that are quite overgrown.

State of land:
The land is mostly flat and hasn’t been plowed in some time, as it’s currently very
green and grassy.
Of note, there is the great pine tree by the house, and a big wild asparagus patch
in front of the house, with some wild aromatic herbs as well.

Photo album:
https://imgur.com/a/xD0VV9K
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